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Multiscale AM-FM Demodulation and Image
Reconstruction Methods With Improved Accuracy
Víctor Murray, Member, IEEE, Paul Rodríguez, and Marios S. Pattichis, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We develop new multiscale amplitude-modulation
frequency-modulation (AM-FM) demodulation methods for
image processing.1 The approach is based on three basic ideas:
i) AM-FM demodulation using a new multiscale filterbank, ii)
new, accurate methods for instantaneous frequency (IF) estimation, and iii) multiscale least squares AM-FM reconstructions.
In particular, we introduce a variable-spacing local linear phase
(VS-LLP) method for improved instantaneous frequency (IF)
estimation and compare it to an extended quasilocal method and
the quasi-eigen function approximation (QEA). It turns out that
the new VS-LLP method is a generalization of the QEA method
where we choose the best integer spacing between the samples
to adapt as a function of frequency. We also introduce a new
quasi-local method (QLM) for IF and IA estimation and discuss
some of its advantages and limitations. The new IF estimation
methods lead to significantly improved estimates. We present
different multiscale decompositions to show that the proposed
methods can be used to reconstruct and analyze general images.
Index Terms—Amplitude-modulation frequency-modulation
(AM-FM), image demodulation, multiscale image analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE development of accurate methods for estimating
amplitude-modulation frequency-modulation (AM-FM)
image decompositions is of great interest due to its potentially
significant impact on image analysis applications (see recent
examples by Pattichis and Bovik in [1], Kokkinos et al. [2]). In
this paper, we consider methods that lead to accurate AM-FM
estimates and general image reconstructions. We focus our
attention on AM-FM components estimated over a multiscale
filterbank and demonstrate that this restriction allows us to
reconstruct general images.
A general AM-FM representation model approximates images using a sum of AM-FM components as given by
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is a function of a vector of spaIn (1), a continuous image
. A collection of
different components
tial coordinates
are used to model essential image modulation structure. The amare always assumed to be non-negaplitude functions
tive. In the context of this paper, we will consider the cases when
(single scale) to 4 (three scales), and
(AM-FM
harmonics).
Nonstationary images are represented using AM-FM in
terms of amplitude and phase functions. The basic idea is to
let the frequency-modulated (FM) components
capture fast-changing spatial variability in the image intensity.
we define the instantaneous
For each phase function
in terms of the gradient
frequency (IF)
(2)
There is strong interest in the further development of AM-FM
models due to the wide range of applications in various areas in
signal, image and video processing. In what follows, we provide
a partial list. Early work in speech signal analysis was reported
by Kaiser et al. in [3]–[5]. Performance in noise was reported by
Bovik et al. in [6]. Girolami and Vakman developed the Quasi
Local Method in [7]. Applications in 1-D signals have been
reported by several groups [8]–[12]. Multicomponent AM-FM
analysis for 1-D signals and speech processing have been reported by Maragos and his collaborators in [8] and [13]–[15],
as well as by other groups in [16] and [17].
There are several AM-FM applications in image processing.
For image analysis, we mention shape from shading by Super
and Bovik in [18], fingerprint classification by Pattichis et al.
[19], image retrieval in digital libraries by Havlicek et al. in
[20] and general applications in image segmentation by Pattichis et al. and collaborators in [21]–[23]. Pattichis and Bovik
provided a general theoretical framework for FM applications
in [1]. Acton, Havlicek, and collaborators described an application in image inpainting in [24] and a somewhat related application in repairing damaged image textures in [25]. In video
image analysis, Rodriguez et al. [26] described an application in
cardiac (Motion-mode ultrasound) image segmentation. In earlier work, Fleet and Jepson developed phase-based methods for
motion estimation in [27]. In related and more recent work, we
demonstrated new methods for motion estimation and reconstruction in [28] and [29].
There has also been significant research on the use of AM-FM
components to reconstruct digital images. Pattichis et al. developed a general theory for computing optimal, multidimensional
FM transforms for general images in [30]. General multicomponent AM-FM component tracking has also been studied by
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Havlicek and collaborators in [31]–[34]. Furthermore, AM-FM
reconstruction methods have been reported by Murray, Pattichis, Havlicek and others in [34]–[39].
Analytic image methods for AM-FM demodulation are
based on extending the notion of the 1-D analytic signal to
2-D or simply to provide a Hilbert-based extension of the 1-D
Hilbert-based demodulation approach. Early work can be found
in Havlicek’s dissertation [40]. Larkin et al. [41], [42] introduced the phase quadrature transform for extending the Hilbert
transform into two dimensions. Felsberg and Sommer introduced the monogenic signal, a nice extension of the analytic
signal to images in [43]. Some related work on image demodulation based on the analytic image has been reported by Hahn
et al. and collaborators in [43]–[46]. Here, the Hilbert-based
approach provides a unique AM-FM demodulation method that
satisfies certain conditions. As discussed by Havlicek in [40]
and Vakman in [47], the proposed approach satisfies conditions on i) amplitude continuity and differentiability, ii) phase
independence of scaling and homogeneity, and iii) harmonic
correspondence.
Vakman provides a recent treatment of Hilbert-based
methods for 1-D AM-FM signals in his book [48]. Havlicek et
al. provide a tutorial introduction to multidimensional AM-FM
demodulation techniques in [49]. Pattichis et al. provide an
overview of advances made in the area of multidimensional
AM-FM models and methods in [50].
In this paper, we will only consider multiscale AM-FM representations. Here, we approximate general images using (1)
where
denote AM-FM components from different scales. We use the term scale to refer to a collection of
low, medium and high frequency components as detailed in Section III (also see Fig. 2). The proposed multiscale approach is
a special case of the general multicomponent approach, in the
sense that i) the AM-FM scale components are not allowed to
overlap in the spectral domain and ii) each component is further
restricted to specific pass-bands.
We employ several new techniques to improve the accuracy
of our estimates. To improve IA estimation, we propose the use
of optimally designed (in the min-max sense) digital filters. The
optimally designed digital filters allow us to control the passband gain to be close to 1 while reducing the stop-band gain
to be closer to 0. As a result, the use of digital filters allows
us to remove the IA correction step that uses estimates of the
IF to correct for the Gabor filterbank response (see [25]). Also,
for AM-FM components falling within the desired pass-band,
each digital filter will provide better IA estimates. Interference
from the stop-band can be effectively controlled by keeping the
stop-band gain very low.
To improve estimation accuracy, we study the use of the condition number of the underlying numerical operations. Here,
for robust estimation, we require that our mathematical operations maintain low condition numbers. In this nonparametric
approach, we improve IF estimation by selecting the method
with the lowest condition number at each pixel. We also develop a second robust AM-FM demodulation approach, based
on prior work developed by Girolami and Vakman [7] for estimating multidimensional components over the entire frequency
spectrum.
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Recently, Kokkinos et al. demonstrated a related accurate demodulation method using energy operators [2]. Here, the basic
idea is to compute all necessary derivatives by convolving with
derivatives of Gabor filters, as opposed to using finite differences. Kokkinos et al. [2] also demonstrate fast implementations
of their approach by implementing the derivatives using multiplication in the frequency domain. The IA estimates are also
corrected by dividing by the magnitude response of the Gabor
filter at the estimated IF (see [2] for details).
We investigate the use of a small number of AM-FM components for reconstructing general input images. Here, we extract
AM-FM components using dominant component analysis
applied to different scales. We use robust least-squares to combine the AM-FM components. The use of robust least-squares
methods provides for a correction method, where we estimate
the coefficients for the AM-FM components so as to reduce
interference among them. This least-squares approach had
not been previously considered, possibly due to the fact that
AM-FM components come from different passband filters.
However, this prior approach is insufficient since it is clear that
sharp changes in instantaneous frequency content can generate
strong frequency components throughout the spectrum (also
see Gaussian process example by Storm [51]).
In Section II, we present the foundations of AM-FM demodulation theory. In Section III, we present a mathematical analysis for the development of robust methods based on the condition number of the used functions and a multigrid approach
for instantaneous frequency estimation. Then, we include robust multiscale reconstructions, using least-square methods, of
the images and the design of efficient 2-D multiscale filterbanks.
Section IV presents results in the sense of analysis of images and
in terms of reconstruction. Two different types of input images
were used: synthetic images and natural images. We discuss the
results in Section V. Conclusions and future work are presented
in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
We consider two methods for AM-FM demodulation [7],
[52]. An advantage of these methods is that they operate
with sums and products of four local image samples. For the
Quasi-Eigenfunction Approximation (QEA) methods we work
with sums and differences of pairs of image samples. For the
1-D Quasi-local method (QLM), we work with products of
pairs of image samples. In this sense, the methods appear to
cover quite distinct approaches to the image demodulation
problem.
A. AM-FM Demodulation Methods Based on the
Quasi-Eigenfunction Approximation
1) Continuous Space AM-FM Demodulation Based on Extensions of the 1-D Analytic Signal: First, we compute the 2-Dextended analytic signal associated with
. The 2-D-extended analytic signal is computed using [40]
(3)
where
denotes a 2-D extension of the 1-D Hilbert transform operator. The 2-D operator is defined in terms of the 1-D
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operator, operating in either the or the
Hilbert transform definition in [53])
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direction (see partial

(4)

where

and

For the algorithm to work, we must have that (see [54] for the
1-D case)
(5)

In what follows, we will consider the cases for
. First, we define

When the approximation holds, it is possible to estimate the
amplitude, the phase and the instantaneous frequency using
(6)
(7)

and
(11)

Here, for
, we note that
this special case, we drop subscripts and simply use
estimate the IA using

and

. In
to
(12)

(8)
Here, we note that amplitude and phase estimates are trivially
derived from (5). The IF estimate given in (8) can be verified by
a direct substitution of (5) into (8). For estimating the discretespace version of the extended analytic signal of (3), we use a
2-D FFT (see [40] for details).
2) Quasi-Eigenfunction Approximation Algorithm (QEA):
For developing the algorithm, we assume that ideal samples
of the continuous-space image are available to us. We will not
address sampling issues associated with this assumption (we
of-course do require
to be bandlimited). We write
(9)
where and assume integer values of the continuous-space
arguments and . Thus, in what follows, we will interpret
as a continuous-space real-valued function. We comusing the parpute the 2-D-extended analytic signal
tial Hilbert Transform [53], implemented using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The instantaneous frequency can be estimated
using inverse trigonometric functions (see [52]). In our discussion of the variable spacing linear phase model we will derive
the same inverse trigonometric function expressions. We will
thus not repeat them here. The IA and IP are estimated using
as described in (6) and (7).
B. Quasi-Local Method (QLM)
The Quasi-Local Method (QLM) was introduced, for 1-D
signals and half the discrete frequency spectrum, by Girolami
and Vakman in [7]. Consider the continuous-space signal
, ideally sampled at the
.
integers. Also, consider the lowpass filter
Define
and
where
and note that

(10)

For the -component of the IF, we get

(13)
where
(14)
Similar analysis is done for the direction. In order to avoid
aliasing, the IF of the input signal must be restricted to
, for the -direction, where is the sampling
frequency. A similar condition is required for the -direction.
In [7] it is proposed to either resample or oversample the input
signal with a higher in order to overcome this restriction.
III. METHODS
Given the input image , we first apply the partial Hilbert
transform (4) to form a 2-D extension of the 1-D analytic signal:
.
is processed through a collection of bandpass filters
as is showed in Fig. 1. Each processing block will produce
the instantaneous amplitude, the instantaneous phase, and the
instantaneous frequencies in both and directions by means
of either the QEA method (Section II-A2) or the QLM method
(Section III-B3). As discussed in the caption of Fig. 1, the basic
idea is to apply dominant component analysis over each scale.
The approach produces a single AM-FM component from each
scale. The algorithm adaptively selects the estimates from the
bandpass filter with the maximum response. This approach does
not assume spatial continuity and allows the model to quickly
adapt to singularities in the image. The performance of the
AM-FM demodulation algorithm in one and two-dimensions
has been extensively studied (see [40]).
A. 2-D Filterbank Design for Applications in Discrete Images
We use separable multiscale filterbanks covering the whole
frequency spectrum (see Fig. 2). For real-valued bandpass filters, each separable channel filter has support over four quadrants. Here, to maintain support over only two quadrants, we
use FFT prefiltering to remove support in two quadrants (either
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Fig. 1. Multiscale AM-FM demodulation. In this figure, we are only showing how we estimate a single AM-FM component from a single scale. Here, we define
“scale” as a collection of bandpass filters, categorized into low/medium/high based on frequency magnitude. For each scale, the corresponding collection of filters
is listed in Table II. The spectral support of these filters is shown in Fig. 2. The bandpass filter selector (upper left) is used to define the bandpass filters that
correspond to each scale. At each pixel, we examine the IA estimates from each channel filter. We then select the channel estimates that produces the largest IA
estimate. The collection of all estimates from all pixels is then used to form the dominant component for the scale. This method is a direct extension of the standard
dominant component analysis [40].

the two left or right quadrants, as needed, also see the partial
Hilbert transform discussion in Section II-A1). Here, we note
that in the full system implementation, the extended analytic
signal will only have support in the lower two quadrants. Thus,
in effect, each channel filter operates over a single quadrant. The
filters were designed using an optimal min-max, equiripple approach. Passband ripple was set at 0.017 dB and the stopband
attenuation was set to 66.02 dB. For the transition bandwidth,
we require that i) it remains lower than the passband bandwidth,
and that ii) it remains sufficiently large so that the passband and
stopband requirements can be met with a reasonable number
of digital filtering coefficients. Here, we note that the transition widths are relatively less important for the high frequencies, since they also come with filters of larger passband bandwidths. On the other hand, low-frequencies require relatively
larger transition widths (from stopband to passband) since images contain larger, low-frequency components and the transitions occur over smaller passbands. We fixed the transition
, a choice that provided a reasonable solubandwidths to
tion for meeting these requirements. Based on this approach,
the unit gain over the passband eliminated the need for amplitude correction, as required by a Gabor filterbank approach (see
[52]).
B. Robust Discrete Image AM-FM Demodulation Methods
We develop robust AM-FM demodulation methods. We begin
with a discussion on the stable evaluation of functions in Section III-B1, and extend it to the stable evaluation of inverse
trigonometric functions in Section III-B2. An extension to the
Quasi-local method is given in Section III-B3. In Section III-B4,
we present a new and robust method for the IF estimation: a variable spacing, local linear phase (VS-LLP) method.

1) Numerically Stable Evaluation of Functions: In order to
develop robust demodulation techniques, we need to ensure that
no intermediate computation step results in the loss of significance [55], [56]. We are particularly interested in avoiding excessive relative error.
First, consider the Taylor theorem with remainder
where
. We have that the the relative perturbation is given by [56]

(15)
The error in the relative error approximation is bounded by
.
In (15), we note that the relative perturbation in (given by
) is amplified by the condition number given by
(16)
More generally, in evaluating functions, we need to consider
the condition numbers of all intermediate functions used in the
computation. The computation is unstable and prone to error
if any one intermediate function has a large condition number.
Here, we want to select the demodulation estimate with the minimum possible condition number [55]. This is the basic idea behind the VS-LLP method (see Section III-B4).
2) Numerically Stable Evaluation of Inverse Trigonometric
Functions: In our development of AM-FM demodulation
methods, we have encountered three inverse trigonometric
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Fig. 2. Spectral supports of the channel filters used for multiscale analysis (see Section III-A). We present the channel filters for (a) single-scale, (b) two-scale,
and (c) three-scale filterbanks. We refer to Table II for the channel filters that correspond to each scale.

values. We begin with a discussion of the 1-D case. To develop
by
in the
a corrected model, we replace
derivations summarized in Section II-B. This yields the modified expressions
and
Fig. 3. Absolute value of the condition number for the arccos (solid line) and
arcsin (dash line) is shown. From this graph, it is clear that we have the most
stable evaluation for the arccos function for jxj  0.

functions:
are given by

, and

. Their condition numbers

(17)
(18)
and
(19)
For the
, it is interesting to note that the approximation
error remains low around
. We note that the condition
and the
for
numbers become infinite for both the
(see Fig. 3). Otherwise, we have finite condition numbers for all values of , including the cases when
, or
.
evaluating the
is
Note from Fig. 3 that for
. Furthermore, the most
more stable than evaluating the
stable evaluations occur for small values of , when using the
function.
function provides the most stable
Even though the
function to estimate
evaluations, we also need to use the
the proper IF quadrant. On the other hand, we also find that there
are also significant problems in accurate estimation at very high
frequencies.
3) Extended IF Estimation Using the Quasi-Local Method:
For the quasi-local method presented in Section II-B, the IF is
. In this Section, we extend the QLM
limited between 0 and
method for estimating the IF over the entire range of possible

(20)
(21)
which can be used when the IF is restricted between
and .
For estimating the IF over the entire range of values, we use
two digital filters to allow for estimation over two disjoint bands:
and
. The input signal is filtered using a lowand a bandpass filter
pass filter with a passband of
with a passband of
. Over the passband
of the lowpass filter, we estimate IFs restricted to the range of
. Over the passband of the bandpass filter, we estimate
IFs restricted to the range of
.
Since prior to the estimation of the IF, we have no knowledge
where the IF is, we use the instantaneous amplitude to decide
which estimate to use. We compute an IA estimate from the
lowpass filter and a second IA estimate from the bandpass filter.
We then select the AM-FM estimates from the filter that gave
the largest IA estimate (as in dominant component analysis).
We return to (10), and analyze the error in the approach. The
basic idea in this algorithm is that the lowpass filter of (11)
should select the first term in (10), while rejecting the second
term.
For 2-D signals, we have that

(22)
and

(23)
when

and

, respectively.
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4) A Robust Instantaneous Frequency Estimation Based on
a Local Linear Phase (LLP) Model: We present a new method
for robust IF estimation based on a local linear phase model [1].
We use the term variable spacing, local linear phase methods
(VS-LLP) to describe the approach we develop in this section.
In the original QEA, the IF estimate was used to correct the
instantaneous amplitude estimate due to prefiltering by a Gabor
filterbank (with nonunit gain over the passband, see [40] and
[52]). In our proposed approach, due to the unit gain over the
passbands, we can use a plug-in rule to produce a new signal
with unit instantaneous amplitude using

(24)
Let us consider a linear approximation for the estimated phase
of order
, given by
. Then, we get
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To establish the limits of our approach, we begin by noting
to be zero, we require
that for the argument of the
that

Thus, for
, the maximum frequency that we can attain,
. However,
without requiring interpolation, will be
we get around this limitation by modulating the input image to
lower frequencies. On the other hand, for the maximum value
, we can consider IF estimation down to
.
of
To further improve the accuracy of the approach, please recall
that the AM-FM demodulation algorithm is applied over a filterbank of bandpass filters (see Fig. 4). Clearly, it is possible for
the actual IF to fall outside of the spectral support of any given
channel filter. Given that the filterbank provides coverage of the
discrete frequency plane and that the components of natural images of practical interest are expected to be locally coherent almost everywhere [57], in what follows we will assume that it
is sufficient to consider that the IF falls locally within the passband of the dominant channel filter almost everywhere. This will
clearly not always be the case. We refer the reader to [54] for the
relationship between the IF and the Spectrum of a signal. Here,
our approach is to look for the minimum arc-cosine argument
that also falls within the passband of the estimating bandpass
filter. We thus compute
subject to
(27)

(25)
This gives an arc-cosine expression for estimating the instantaneous frequency component using

(26)
is similar. Here, we note that (26) is in
The analysis for
agreement with the QEA as presented in [52].
For low IF magnitude, it is clear that the local linear phase
. For larger
approximation will hold over a larger range of
IF magnitude, we will need to modulate the phase down to lower
frequencies, as we discuss in Section III-B5.
The expression in (26) requires that we evaluate the arc-co. For stable
sine function at different possible values for
function evaluations, we consider the argument to the arc-cosine function
.
for which
Here, our goal is to consider integer values for
to be as close to 0 as possible (see
we want to have
Fig. 3). We consider four possible values:
and 4. We
do not increase more the value of since the condition number
can then become unstable (see (17) and Fig. 3).

denotes the passband for the horizontal
where
we evaluate
frequencies. For the minimum value of
(26) to determine
. A similar approach is taken for
.
5) Extended LLP for High Frequencies: From our discussion
of the VS-LLP method, we recall that the method is limited to
. For higher frequencies we are thus led to apply modulation
to the input image. Thus, for high frequencies, we multiply by
to modulate the input signal to lower
and
are determined by
frequencies. The frequencies
the frequency support of the bandpass filter where the dominant
amplitude is to be estimated. Table I shows the values of
and
depending on the frequency support of the signal.
6) Prefiltering and Postfiltering: For wide-band single component signals, the limited bandwidths of the channel filters can
significantly reduce estimation accuracy. In this case, we apply
a 3 3 median filter to the input signal. Also, the same median
filter is applied to the IF estimation outputs (for both and directions) to provide continuity in the estimates. Prefiltering and
prefiltering has also been used for multicomponent signals in
[4], [5], and [52].
C. Image Reconstruction Methods
In this Section, we discuss multiscale least-squares methods
for reconstructing general images. We consider three different
approaches: i) using AM-FM harmonics (Section III-C1),
ii) using AM-FM components extracted from different scales
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Fig. 4.

(I

VS-LLP block diagram using a single bandpass filter is shown in (a). The IFx block is shown in (b). The IFy block is similar. Here,
n ; k ) + I (k
n ; k ))=(2I (k ; k )).

(k +

0

(n ) =

TABLE I
MODULATION FREQUENCY FACTORS FOR HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNALS. THE BANDPASS FILTER NUMBERS REFER TO FIG. 2

TABLE II
BANDPASS FILTERS CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT IMAGE SCALES (SEE FIG. 2)

(Section III-C3), and iii) a combined approach (Section III-C2).
For our reconstructions we use least squares methods derived

from the proposed multiscale decomposition that are computed
using QEA estimates of the phase and instantaneous amplitude.
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1) Least-Squares Reconstructions using AM-FM harmonics
(LESHA): We first consider reconstructing an image using its
AM-FM harmonics (see [19])

In this case, we consider least squares reconstructions given
by

(28)

(32)

In (28), denotes a constant DC image. The instantaneous
and the instantaneous phase
are
amplitude
estimated using dominant component analysis over all scales
(see Fig. 2).
We then want to compute the AM-FM harmonic coefficients
, so that
is a least-squares estimate
over the space of the AM-FM harmonics. Let the
of
column vector denote the AM-FM basis coefficients that we
. We estimate the coefficients in
need to estimate. Let
by solving the quadratic minimization problem

where is the number of scales used, is a global DC image
estimate,
is the low-pass filter output,
is
is the
the high-frequency scale AM-FM component,
is
medium-frequency scale AM-FM component and
the low-frequency scale AM-FM component. We then compute
, so that
the AM-FM multiscale coefficients
is a least-squares estimate of
. Here, we did
not consider reconstructing the phase from the IF.

(29)
Here, we have that
where the columns of contain the
AM-FM basis functions. Thus, the first column of is filled
with 1’s, while the th column is filled with the values of the
th AM-FM harmonic and is a column vector of the
using
input image. We compute

IV. RESULTS
A. Synthetic Images
1) Gaussian Amplitude Modulated (Gaussian AM): We use

(33)
..
.

(30)
for

We also compute an orthonormal basis over the space of the
AM-FM harmonics using the modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS)
algorithm [58] (which can also be used to provide least squares
estimates of the input image).
2) Least-Squares Reconstructions Using AM-FM Harmonics
and the LPF (LESHAL): We extend LESHA by simply adding
the low-pass filter (LPF) output to the DC and the AM-FM harmonics. We have

(31)
where is the number of AM-FM harmonics, denotes a condenotes the LPF output,
destant DC image,
notes the dominant AM-FM component estimated across scales
denotes the th AM-FM harmonic. Here, we use
and
the same image reconstruction method as for LESHA. In both
cases, we note that the phase images are directly estimated. They
are not reconstructed from the IF as discussed in [25]. This approach implies that the AM-FM component outputs are directly
estimated from the outputs of the bandpass filters, avoiding errors from the integration of noisy estimates of the IF.
3) Multiscale Least-Squares Reconstructions (MULTILES):
The third method uses AM-FM estimates extracted from different scales. We describe the correspondence between scales
and bandpass filters in Table II [also see Fig. 2(a)–(c)].

, with
. Here,
, for
.
2) Gaussian Amplitude Modulated-Quadratic Frequency
Modulated (Gaussian AM-Quadratic FM): For this signal, we
use

(34)
for
. The phase

and
has a quadratic form

where
,
. Here,
represents the desired maximum
for
instantaneous frequency in the direction ( or ), and
represents the desired minimum instantaneous frequency.
and
will produce
and
Setting
to be in desired ranges. Here, we will consider
:
with
.
3) Results for Synthetic Images: For all experiments, we
add white Gaussian noise. We measure performance using the
mean-squared error (MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR). For computing the PSNR in the estimates we use
, where
for the IA (maximum
for the IF. Similarly, for our “signal plus
amplitude), and
noise” examples, for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we use
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TABLE III
ERROR IN IA ESTIMATION USING A NOISE FREE GAUSSIAN AMPLITUDE MODULATED—QUADRATIC FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL WITH IF THAT GOES FROM
=6 TO =5 RADIANS IN THE x DIRECTION, AND FROM =5 TO =6 IN THE y DIRECTION. ALL PSNR VALUES ARE IN DECIBELS

0

0

TABLE IV
ERROR IN IF ESTIMATION USING A NOISE FREE GAUSSIAN AMPLITUDE MODULATED—QUADRATIC FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL WITH IF THAT GOES FROM
=6 TO =5 RADIANS IN THE x DIRECTION, AND FROM =5 TO =6 IN THE y DIRECTION. ALL PSNR ARE IN DECIBELS

0

0

TABLE V
ERROR IN AM-FM ESTIMATION USING REGULARIZED AM-FM DEMODULATION USING ENERGY OPERATORS AND A GABOR FILTERBANK (11 ORIENTATIONS,
WITH TEN GABOR FILTERS PER ORIENTATION). THE RESULTS ARE PRESENTED FOR A GAUSSIAN AMPLITUDE MODULATED—QUADRATIC FREQUENCY
MODULATED SIGNAL WITH IF THAT GOES FROM =6 TO =5 RADIANS IN THE x DIRECTION, AND FROM =5 TO =6 IN THE y DIRECTION.
MEAN-SQUARED ERROR (MSE) AND PSNR (IN DECIBELS) VALUES ARE SHOWN

0

, where is the maximum amplitude of
the Gaussian noise.
In Table III, we show the mean-squared error (MSE)
and the PSNR for IA estimation when noise free signals are used. In the first column of results, we use
the Quadrature version of the signals (computed as
) instead
of the partial Hilbert transform. Note that since VS-LLP and
QEA follow the same approach in the IA estimation, their
results are the same. In the next columns, we show the results
when we do not use a filterbank, when using a two-scale filterbank and when using a three-scale filterbank. We also show
the results using the QLM method. In Table IV, we present
the corresponding results for IF estimation. For IF estimation,
we only present the results in the direction. Results for the
direction were very similar. For comparison, in Table V, we
present results from the regularized demodulation algorithm
based on Gabor filters (see [2]).
The implementation of the regularized demodulation algorithm is based on the Gabor filterbank used in [1] and [59].
The constant-Q Gabor filterbank uses 11 orientations, uniformly
sampling the IF angle from 0 to (see [59] for details). Since the
Gabor filters cannot be assumed to be flat, we did apply IA correction based on the estimated IF. We note that filterbank provides a denser frequency sampling than presented in [2]. When
the effective bandwidth of the AM-FM signal is large as com-

0

Fig. 5. PSNR for IA estimation using QEA and QLM methods with the proposed filterbanks and using regularized Gabor filters with ESA (see Table V).
Please note that QEA and VS-LLP use the same method for estimating the IA.
The signal used for the graphs was a Gaussian amplitude modulated-Quadratic
frequency modulated signal with IF that goes from =6 to =5 radians in the x
direction, and from =5 to =6 in the y direction (see text). QEA method
plot using the three-scale filterbank (-- line). IA estimation using Gabor filters
is also shown (1 1 1 1 line). QLM method plots using the two-scale filterbank
( 0 0 2 0 0 line) and the three-scale filterbank (1 1 5 1 1 line).

0

0

pared to the Gabor channel filter, we cannot correct the IA estimate based on the QEA. On the other hand, the use of more
Gabor filters tends to improve the IF estimation.
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2

Fig. 6. PSNR plots for IF estimation. For VS-LLP, QEA, and QLM methods, we have applied pre- and postfiltering with a 3 3 median filter. For (a) and (b), we
used a Gaussian amplitude modulated - Quadratic frequency modulated signal with an IF that goes from =6 to =5 radians in the x direction, and from =5 to
=6 in the y direction. For (c), we used a Gaussian amplitude modulated with IF equal to 5=8 for both the x and y directions. We only show the results in the
x direction since results in the y direction were very similar. (a) IF estimation using a three-scale filterbank for VS-LLP (- - line), QEA (
line) and QLM
(-+ line). We also show the results (
line) using Gabor filters (see [2] and Table V). (b) IF estimation without using a filterbank for VS-LLP (- - line) and
line). (c) IF estimation for the high frequency scale using the three-scale filterbank for VS-LLP with modulation (- - line), QEA (
line)
QEA (
and QLM (-+- line) (see Sections III-B5, III-B6 for details).

0

0

10301

11 11

Over a wide range of PSNR values, we present results for
IA estimation in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, we present results for QEA
and QLM. Similarly, we present IF estimation results for QLM,
QEA, and VS-LLP in Fig. 6 ( direction only). In Fig. 6(c),
we present the results for high frequency
Gaussian amplitude modulated signals. For these results, we applied pre- and postfiltering using 3 3 median filters. Here, we
compare QLM, QEA, and the modulation version of VS-LLP
(see Section III-B5 for details).
B. Reconstructions Using Natural Images
We present results for natural images from [60]: 38 aerial
images, 64 texture images and 44 miscellaneous images (including the standards Lena and Mandrill). The images were
either 256 256, 512 512, or 1024 1024 pixels. We present
results based on both the MSE and the universal image quality
index [61]. We compute the MSE and universal image quality
index between the AM-FM reconstructions and the original
images.
are given in Tables VI,
The image quality index values
VII, and VIII. Fig. 7 shows examples of the reconstructions

0



10301




10301

for Lena using LESHA, MULTILES and LESHAL (see Section III-C).
In Fig. 8, we present an analysis of the FM results for Lena.
The analysis is performed without the lowpass information
using a two-scale and a three-scale filterbank. Note that we do
not consider pixels with very low IA values to present the most
prominent features. To present the most significant components,
we focus on pixels with high IA. Lena is characterized by a
mixture of texture and smooth regions. For Lena, we display
FM information for IA values that are above the mean.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the results for IA and IF estimation, as well as for general image reconstructions using multiple
scales. As we discuss below, VS-LLP provides for significant
improvement in IF estimation, while the least-squares AM-FM
decompositions can be used to reconstruct general images.
For both IA and IF estimations, we have significant improvements when using the multiscale filterbanks [see Figs. 5 and
6(a) and (b)]. Here, we note that IF estimation does suffer when
the instantaneous frequency components are very low. This
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2

Fig. 7. Multiscale AM-FM reconstructions for the Lena image. (a) Original image 512 512 pixels. Single-scale filterbank results for: (b) LESHA,
(c) MULTILES, and (d) LESHAL. Two-scale filterbank results for: (e) LESHA, (f) MULTILES, and (g) LESHAL. Three-scale filterbank results for: (h) LESHA,
(i) MULTILES, and (j) LESHAL.

TABLE VI
IMAGE QUALITY INDEX USING LESHA (SECTION III-C1). Q-VALUES ABOVE 0.75 ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPEFACE

TABLE VII
IMAGE QUALITY INDEX USING MULTILES (SECTION III-C3), SEE TABLE II ALSO).
DENOTES THE LOW-PASS FILTER RECONSTRUCTION. DENOTES
THE LOW-FREQUENCY SCALE AM-FM COMPONENT. SIMILARLY,
AND
DENOTE THE MEDIUM- AND HIGH-FREQUENCY SCALE AM-FM COMPONENT.
Q-VALUES ABOVE 0.75 ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPEFACE

comes from the requirement that the AM and FM magnitude
spectra should remain clearly separated (see Section II-A1 and
[62]–[65]).
For IF estimation, VS-LLP is consistently shown to improve
estimation over the methods considered here. For single-component signals, without the use of filterbanks, we can see from
Fig. 6(a)–(c) that improvements ranged from small up to nearly
20 dB. Similarly, for the same signal, we see significant improvements over regularized AM-FM demodulation (compare
results to Table V). From Fig. 6(c), we see dramatic improvements in IF estimation when using VS-LLP with modulation
to a lower frequency. Here, modulating to a lower frequency
has the effect of “slowing-down” the signal, allowing us to consider IF estimation algorithms with spacings of 1 to 4 pixels. In
turn, this “slow-down” helps the local linear phase model become more applicable. We also note that the use of post and
pre filtering with a 3 3 median filter has also helped reduce

the noise in this case. Here, recall the advantage of the median
filter in that it removes noise without reducing the bandwidth
(for single AM-FM components only).
It is also interesting to note the 70 dB improvement over QEA,
when the Quadrature signal was provided to both VS-LLP and
the QEA (see first column of Table IV). This result suggests
that most of the error comes from estimating the Quadrature
signal. When the Quadrature signal is provided, the VS-LLP is
directly compared to the standard QEA, without accounting for
any preprocessing.
We obtained mixed results when using the QLM methods for
IF and IA estimations. For example, in Fig. 5, for IA estimation, the QLM gave the best results. However, the IA results are
significantly worse (by 3 dB) for the noise-free case that we report in Table III. As we discuss in the methods section, accurate
QLM estimation requires that we select appropriate passband
bandwidth for a low-pass filter used in the estimation. Here, we
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TABLE VIII
IMAGE QUALITY INDEX USING LESHAL (SECTION III-C2). Q-VALUES ABOVE 0.75 ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPEFACE

Fig. 8. High amplitude FM Analysis using QEA method for Lena. For (b), (d), (g), and (i) we only show the FM component pixels for which the instantaneous
amplitude is above the IA mean. For reconstructing the FM image, we plot cos ' for the dominant component, estimated over different scales (excluding estimation
over the LPF). (a) Original image. FM analysis in (b) using a three-scale filterbank. Zoom on Lena’s hair and feather in (c). FM analysis in (d) using a two-scale
filterbank and in (e) using a three-scale filterbank.

did not assume any prior knowledge, and this seems to have had
an impact on the estimation. From the plots in Fig. 6, it appears
that the IF estimates fall between the QEA and the VS-LLP
methods.
To analyze the results for image reconstructions, we refer to
Tables VI, VII, and VIII. In all cases, it is important to note the
significant role played by the channel filters in each scale. For
example, for a single-scale, the spectral support for the LPF is
the largest. Similarly, for three-scale reconstructions, the LPF
support is the smallest (see Fig. 2). Thus, in considering the
quality of the reconstructions, given the fact that most image
energy is concentrated around the lower-frequency components,
the LPF provides a very significant contribution. We document
the contribution of the LPF in all of our tables. This comment
also applies to LESHA reconstructions of Table VI, since the
low-frequency components estimated over the LPF will dominate. Here, we note that the “1” columns refer to the use of
a single dominant component, while “5” refers to the use of 5
AM-FM harmonics. For LESHA, the use of AM-FM harmonics
did not contribute much to the reconstruction. We attribute this
result to the fact that low-frequency components, estimated over
the LPF, dominate the reconstruction.
For LESHAL and MULTILES, we do not allow AM-FM demodulation over the LPF. This allows us to measure the contribution of higher-frequency AM-FM components as illustrated
in Tables VII and VIII. To recognize the contribution of the
AM-FM components, we simply compare the reconstruction
quality obtained by the LPF, as opposed to the quality reported
in the column that is immediately to its right. The contribution
of the AM-FM components comes from the difference between
the two columns. After careful examination of the Tables, it is
clear that the use of AM-FM components extracted from multiple scales provided for the most significant AM-FM contributions towards the reconstruction. As an example, from the last

column of Table VII, the use of Low, Medium, and High scale
AM-FM components (3 total) have elevated the reconstruction
quality from below 0.42 to above 0.74.
In Fig. 7, we present examples of the reconstructions for the
Lena image. In the case of Lena, we can see artifacts in her
shoulder, even for the best reconstructions. For the worst reconstructions, we see that the images look like a smoothed version
of the original. Overall, reconstruction quality was very high
for MULTILES (see Table IX). Using three-scales, acceptable
reconstruction quality was also attained for all images.
We present results from dominant FM analysis
in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8(g) and (i) shows clearly how the frequency components adapt to Lena’s hair and feather.
In what follows, we attempt to provide an interpretation of the
accuracy that we obtained in our results. We discuss accuracy in
the IF, the IA, and image reconstruction separately.
The success of the VS-LLP algorithm comes from the fact
that it adaptively selects accurate IF estimates at every pixel.
Here, the basic idea is to look at IF estimates coming from
different spacings between the samples, and then select the
estimate that also produces the lowest condition number estimate. We have verified experimentally that the IF methods
that produced lower condition number estimates have also produced more accurate demodulation results. Overall, this resulted since the numerical stability of the IF estimate is also a
function of frequency. It thus makes sense that we would want
to consider samples separated by larger distances for lower
frequencies as opposed to using smaller distances for higher
frequencies.
We attribute the attained accuracy of the multiscale QEA IA
estimates to the relatively flat spectral magnitude response of the
designed digital filters. The use of nonflat magnitude response
will clearly alter the AM-FM component spectrum dramatically.
Apparently, it is far more efficient to use digital filters with flat
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TABLE IX
MSE AND IMAGE QUALITY INDEX ( ) FOR THE RECONSTRUCTIONS SHOWN IN FIG. 7 AND THE MANDRILL IMAGE

Q

responses, instead of attempting to compensate for the nonflat
response afterwards.
We believe that the use of a robust least-squares approach for
combining AM-FM components was an important step that directly led to accurate reconstructions of general images. In other
words, the standard use of dominant component analysis does
produce AM-FM components that are (generally) far from orthogonal. Our use of a least-squares approach relaxes the assumption that the demodulated AM-FM components should be
orthogonal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The first step in developing new AM-FM methods was to design a new multiscale filterbank. The almost flat response in the
bandpass frequency of the 1-D filters eliminated errors due to
the use of an amplitude correction as in the case of using Gabor
filterbanks. The use of these filters in the AM-FM demodulation
problem produced big improvements in the IA and IF estimations.
We developed a new method for accurate IF estimation:
VS-LLP (see Section III-B4). For noisy signals, VS-LLP produced significantly better results than other methods such as
QEA or QLM. We have also developed new QLM methods for
IA and IF estimation for digital images.
We developed new methods for reconstructing images based
on their IA and IP information. Three least squares methods
were presented: MULTILES, LESHA, and LESHAL (see Section III-C). These methods produced good image reconstructions and MULTILES showed that AM-FM components from
different scales of the frequency spectrum contain important
information that can be used to improve image quality in the
reconstruction. Overall, we show that the system provides for
accurate reconstructions of general images and show extracted
AM-FM component parameters in several cases. Even though
the AM-FM reconstructions were promising, our primary focus
was on image analysis applications (as demonstrated in the case
of Lena’s hair and feather).
Clearly, all prior applications that were based on AM-FM
demodulation can benefit from using the new filterbanks presented. As an example, Murray reported excellent results from

using the proposed AM-FM methods in retinal image analysis
in [66]. We are currently exploring the implementation of
AM-FM methods in a dynamically reconfigurable environment
on FPGAs. This platform will allow us to explore real-time
video processing applications.
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